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ABOUT THIS REPORT
To find out more about how to interpret, understand, and apply the information in this report, we invite you
to visit the Caliper Essentials Competency Report landing page.

If you have additional questions about this report or how to apply these results, please feel free to reach
out directly to your Caliper Account Team or call (609) 524-1400.

FIT: MID-LEVEL MANAGER

68
Overall, Frank Kozlowski shows good potential in your role but could
experience some challenges to successful performance that you may
want to consider when making a final decision.

COMPETENCY OVERVIEW

CRITICAL COMPETENCIES

52Driving Results

90Fact-Based Management

49Coaching and Developing Others

IMPORTANT COMPETENCIES
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CRITICAL COMPETENCIES

Driving Results

A person who shows this competency motivates individuals to achieve and exceed goals by establishing
accountabilities, clarifying performance expectations, agreeing to high standards and measures, monitoring
and reviewing performance, and providing timely and relevant feedback.

Strengths to Lean On Possible Challenges

• Is apt to ensure others understand the
importance of tasks and the need to work
quickly to meet goals

• Is likely to provide regular performance
feedback and encourage others to set
stretch goals that allow for ongoing
development and improvement

52

• May address obvious performance
improvement needs but fall short of
mapping out an involved, extended plan
that could involve difficult resource and
staffing decisions

Fact-Based Management

Individuals who exhibit this competency view the organization as an open system, synthesize information
from diverse sources, come to conclusions, and make decisions that are rational and based on sound
evidence.

Strengths to Lean On Possible Challenges

• Is likely to use data and metrics to track
performance and ensure others are
achieving goals

• Is apt to identify what information is
important in the decision-making process
and be motivated to ensure the reliability
of recommendations

• Is likely to identify and diligently seek out
data in order to get an accurate picture of
performance and guide decisions about
the team and employees

90

The Fact-Based Management competency
appears to be a significant strength that
should come naturally.
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Coaching and Developing Others

Individuals who show this competency provide quality time and planned commitment to direct reports and
provide processes and opportunities for them to understand their strengths and limitations in relation to a
range of high-quality and relevant competencies.

Strengths to Lean On Possible Challenges

• Is likely to maximize resources to ensure
team members have the opportunity to
receive ongoing training and development

49
• Might be able to provide performance

feedback, but is not always inclined to
consider the best way to deliver the
message

• Could create developmental plans for
team members based on observations,
without soliciting employees' input or
considering their future goals
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IMPORTANT COMPETENCIES

Leadership Communication

Someone who displays this competency generates a shared commitment to the organization, building
morale and encouraging ownership of mission, goals, and values.

Strengths to Lean On Possible Challenges

• Is apt to sell employees on the importance
of doing their best work, and seems
motivated to ensure team members have
bought into expectations

• Is likely to persevere in efforts to achieve
objectives by finding a way to work
through or around challenges, objections,
or resistance

66

• May communicate information about the
organization's value proposition, but could
have difficulty ensuring all employees
have bought in

Process Management

Individuals who exhibit this competency take a systematic approach in contributing to making the
company's workflow more effective, efficient, and capable of adapting to an ever-changing environment.

Strengths to Lean On Possible Challenges

• Is apt to determine what processes and
workflows are needed to convert ideas
into achievable goals

• Is likely to look at workflow requirements
in an adaptable way and make changes as
required

74
• May create links between projects and

people to create synergy, unless
processes are disorganized and
insufficient or groups are working
independently
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Organizational Savvy

Those who display this competency gather and accurately assess information related to the organization’s
formal and informal communication channels and power relationships.

Strengths to Lean On Possible Challenges

• Tends to connect with multiple individuals
at all levels in the organization when
working to gain support for initiatives

• May understand the organizational
structure and who holds formal authority,
but may have more difficulty identifying
those with informal influence

57

• Might wait for official announcements for
information about new hires or employees
leaving the organization or changing roles,
possibly losing key contacts
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SUPPORTING COMPETENCIES

Delegating

Those who exhibit this competency display strong awareness of when, how, and to whom to delegate and
will clearly communicate objectives, tasks, long-term benefits, and expectations for outcomes in order to
empower others to take greater responsibility.

Strengths to Lean On Possible Challenges

• Tends to take team members' current
bandwidth and availability into account
when delegating tasks in order to
distribute work evenly

• Is apt to provide direction to team
members in a forthright fashion and hold
employees accountable for achieving
objectives

57

• Might be motivated to hold on to new
projects or tasks, rather than assign
additional responsibilities to team
members

Team Building

A person who exhibits this competency enables and encourages group members to work together to
complete tasks and accomplish goals that individual members could not accomplish alone.

Strengths to Lean On Possible Challenges

• Could offer accolades when prompted for
feedback on the team's efforts, but might
not proactively engage with the team to
celebrate successes

34
• Is inclined to push toward desired results

and trust own perspective over others'
ideas

• Is likely to dictate a solution to conflict,
without facilitating an open conversation
about the issue
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Decisiveness

Individuals who exhibit this competency tend to take calculated risks by making decisions and taking
action, even in the absence of all information.

Strengths to Lean On Possible Challenges

• Is inclined to move ahead swiftly and
accept the risk involved based on
available information

• Is inclined to take responsibility for
decisions and defend them if challenged

69

• Is apt to make decisions after taking into
account the potential responses from
stakeholders
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CALIPER PROFILE TRAIT SCORES
This graph shows Frank Kozlowski's personality traits directly measured by the Caliper Profile. Each bar
shows the percentile rank of how this individual scored on each trait relative to the appropriate Caliper
norm group, which is a representative sample of the workforce. For trait definitions, please click here.

84Abstract Reasoning Ability

64Accommodation

82Aggressiveness

65Assertiveness

75Cautiousness

50Ego-Drive

47Ego-Strength

33Empathy

26Energy

53External Structure

46Flexibility

24Gregariousness

5Idea Orientation

67Level-Headedness

35Openness

29Risk-Taking

59Self-Structure

81Skepticism

19Sociability

77Thoroughness

79Urgency

The information provided in this report is based solely on data developed from the Caliper Profile assessment. It should be interpreted in light of other
information that is available about the individual and should never be used as the sole basis upon which to make a hiring, development, or promotion
decision. To make an informed decision about whether this individual is likely to be successful with your organization, Caliper advises you to use this
report in conjunction with other knowledge about the candidate, particularly information from the individual’s interview, résumé, and application as well as
feedback from references.
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